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Differential Mobility Within the Rural 
Population in 18 Iowa Town--
ships, 1928--35 1 
BY RAY E. WAKELEY 
Changes and characteristics of the population of Iowa have 
been described in some detail by the analysis of census daia (3, 
19, 6, 4). Neither the census nor these special studies, however, 
give information concerning many differential factors that oper-
ate in different ways as important parts of the total migration 
picture.2 
The present investigation was undertaken to obtain more 
specific information concerning the extent of selected mobility 
factors, their operation during the depression, their effect on 
population movements and their relation to certain rural prob-
lems, including problems of education, organization, tenancy 
and relief. 
SCOPE AND METHOD 
Numerous aspects of the movements of rural people were 
included in the search for more specific answers to questions 
such as the following : 
1. What was the total amount of migration of these farm and vil-
lage families during the 7-year period? 
2. What proportion of the families moved a specified number of 
times? 
3. What was the range or radial distance covered by the families in 
the various moves? 
4. How many children had left home, at what age did they leave, 
and how many moved out of the state? 
5. Did a higher proportion of the better educated children leave 
home? 
6. What was the relationship between migration and farm owner-
ship, tenancy and farm labor? 
7. What proportion of the young people retumed to their parental 
homes during the depression? 
8. Did families on relief move more often than other families dur-
ing the 7-year period? 
1 Project 383 of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. 
This study was originated by C. E. Lively, professor of rural sociology at 
Ohio State University, and Conrad Taeuber, senior agricultural economist for 
the Division of Farm Population and Rural Life, Bureau of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, United States Department of Agriculture, while they were employed 
as members or the rural research staff of the Federal Emergency Relief Ad-
ministration in 1934. The project was instituted in Iowa as a part of the 
FERA program of cooperative rural research. 
3 On this point Lively (10) says: "Field studies of mobility are of particu-
lar value in establishing differentials with respect to the mobility of families 
and indiYiduals. The spatial and occupational origins of the population of an 
area, the destination of those who migrate from an area and the steps in ar-
riving there, the frequency of change of domicile, the direction of such move-
ment and the radial distance of circulation, as well as the accompanying occu-
pational shifts, may be obtained only by means of field investigation." 
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Data are presented for 18 rural townships in Iowa for the 
years 1928-35 (fig. 1). These townships are widely scattered 
over the state but are too few in number to constitute an ade-
quate state sample. Briefly summarizing, it appears that the 
farm results are representative for the state, and village results, 
though meager in extent, are approximately correct for the 
rural villages. Farm and village results combined are not repre-
sentatiYe J:or the rural population of the state, because too few 
villages were included in this surYey. For this reason farm and 
Yillage results are not combined in this study. 3 
Broadly speaking, the information obtained may be included 
in three general but related categories-the present household. 
the children who had left home, and the former owners and 
operators of the farms. 4 
Information obtained from the head of each household in-
cluded the family roster and the amount of schooling obtained 
by each member. The changes in domicile and occupation were 
obtained also for the 7-year period. 1928-35.5 Changes in 
domicile were included only when the change involved crossing 
a civil boundary such as the boundary of a township or an 
incorporated village. Changes of domicile within the township or 
incorporated limit are not defined as a move and so are not 
recorded. 
3 For more detailed analysis on this point, see Appendix. 
• Data on the Ruccession of owners and operators on these farms will be 
presented in another publication. 
• This period, beginning Jan. 1, 1928, and ending Jan. 1, 1935, was short 
enough to encourage accuracy and long enough to indicate changes made dur-
ing the depression. 
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Children away from home included only the children of the 
head of the household who were 16 years of age or older and 
not living at home. For these the information obtained included 
the year each left home, the amount of schooling attained, the 
age at time of leaving home, their destination and whether any 
of them had returned home and were living with their parents 
on Jan. 1, 1935. 
This information was obtained in each township by a trained 
enumerator on the Iowa Emergency Relief Administration work 
program. In so far as possible, every home was visited. The 
survey was not completed in some townships, howcYer, because 
of the termination of the work program in June, 1935. The relief 
data were obtained from the office of the county director of 
relief. · 
While the data stress the migration of the heads of families, 
some indication of vertical mobility may be obtained from the 
changes in occupation and relief history. Since the survey of the 
farmil1g population included only those on farms Jan. 1, 1935, 
little could be inferred concerning those families that had left 
the farm previous to that time. Certain implications of this 
limitation will be indicated in the section on tenure status and 
family migration. 
POPULATION STRUCTGRE AND MIGRATION 
The population surveyed included 11,043 persons, five-
sixths of whom were living in the households surveyed. The 
other sixth were children who had left home. Children of the 
TABLE 1. TOTAL POPULATION OF IIOUSEHOLDS SURVEYED, AND ALL LIVING 
CHILDREN OF HEADS OF HOUSEIIOLDS NOT AT HOME 
JAN. I, 1935, BY AGE AND RESIDENCE. 
Total Open country Village 
Age popula- --- --
tion Away from Away from 
Total At home home 'I'otal At home home 
0- 4 703 582 582 - 121 121 -
5-9 912 780 780 - 132 132 -
10-14 1,004 846 846 - 158 158 -
15-19 992 844 81.5 29* 148 133 15* 
20-24 981 816 555 261 165 113 52 
25-34 2,036 1,647 1 ,008 639 389 214 175 
35-44 1,814 1 ,426 1,087 339 388 219 169 
45-54 1,237 966 903 63 271 200 71 
55-64 742 583 581 2 159 146 13 
65+ 620 431 431 0 189 187 2 
Under 16 2.826 2.384 2.384 
--
442 442 
-
16 and over 8,215 6,537 5,204 1,333 1,678 1,181 497 
Unknown 2 2 2 
All ages 11,043 8,921 7 ,588 1,333 2,122 1,625 497 
-
*Includes only those 16 - 19 years of age. 
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Fig. 2. Persons living in households surveyed, compared with the state by 
age, sex and residence. 
head of the household, 16 or more years of age and not living at 
home, were the only persons included in the survey who were 
not living in the households surveyed (table 1) . 
A story of population movements may be inferred from the 
age and sex structure of the populations shown in fig. 2, in which 
the population surveyed is compared with the population of the 
state in 1930. Inspection of the population surveyed indicates 
two important differences and one important similarity between 
the open-country and the village population. The first differ-
ence is the larger proportion of children in the open-country due 
to the higher birth rate there and to the retirement of older per-
sons to town. The second difference is the larger proportion of 
the village population more than 65 years of age, which results 
principally from the retirement of elderly persons from farms 
(tables 2 and 3). The similarity is in the proportion between 20 
and 44 years of age. It should be noted that the relatively few 
persons between 20 and 3+ years of age results from the migra-
tion of young people from rural to urban areas. This also is 
indicated by the high proportion of persons between 20 and 44 
years of age in the urban population of the state (fig. 2). 
The open-country (includes all people living outside centers 
of 50 or more population) and village populations surveyed 
have general characteristics rather similar to those of the rural-
farm (term used by the federal ce11sus) and the rural non-farm 
populations of the state, respectively (fig. 2). The greater pro-
portion of aged persons in the village in 1930, coupled with the 
low proportion of aged in the farm population, is a result of thr 
movement of elderly farm people to town when they retire from 
farming. The smaller differences between the proportion of the 
aged in the open-co1mtry and village portions of 1he population 
surveyed may result in part from vagaries of sampling and from 
the inclusion of a few non-farm families in the open-country. 
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TABLE 2. PERSO~S LIVING I~ OPE~-COUNTRY HOUSEHOLDS SURVEYED, 
BY AGE AND SEX. 
Males Females 
Age in years Total Percent Percent 
~umber of total Number of total 
population population 
0-4 582 283 3.7 299 3.9 
5-9 780 378 5.0 402 5.3 
1Q--14 846 433 5.7 413 5.4 
15-19 815 429 5. 7 386 5.2 
2Q--24 555 302 4.0 253 3.3 
25-34 1,008 498 6.6 510 6.7 
35-44 1,087 571 7.5 516 5.8 
45-54 903 483 6.3 420 5.6 
55-M 581 324 4.3 257 3.4 
65 and over 431 272 3 .6 159 2.1 
Under 16 2,384 l , 181 15.6 1,203 15.8 
16 and over 5 ,204 2, 792 36.8 2,412 31.8 
All ages 7,588 3,973 52.4 3,615 47.6 
l\1ost of the difference appears to result from the interruption 
of the voluntary retirement of aged persons in either the open 
country or the village population; it would also be affected by 
the number of elderly retired farm owners who were forced to 
return to active oper~tion of the farm because of the depletion 
of their savings. 
That males and females do not migrate in equal proportions 
is indicated by differences in sex ratio in the total population 
surveyed, the ratio being 110 rnal<'R per l 00 females for the open 
country and 97.7 .for the Yillage. The sex ratios are 117 and 97, 
respectivdy, for males ancl females hl'tween the ages J 6 to 24 
years <lming whieh period most migration oC indiYicluals tak0s 
place. These ratios indicate that females predominate in the 
movement of young people from the open-country to both 
TABLE 3. PERSONS LIVING IN VILLAGE HOUSEHOLDS SURVEYED, 
BY AGE A~D i-;EX. 
Age in years 
0-4 
5-9 
1Q--14 
15-19 
20-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65 and over 
Under 16 
16 and over 
Unknown 
All ages 
Total 
121 
132 
158 
133 
113 
214 
219 
200 
146 
187 
442 
1,183 
2 
1,625 
I lllnlos I 
I 
Percent 
~umber of total 
68 
60 
76 
70 
56 
106 
105 
100 
i4 
87 
224 
5i0 
1 
!;03 
population 
4 . 2 
3 .7 
4.7 
4 .3 
3.4 
6.5 
6.5 
6 . 2 
4.5 
5.3 
13. 8 
35.6 
0.1 
49 . ~ 
Females 
X umber 
53 
72 
82 
63 
57 
108 
114 
100 
72 
100 
218 
604 
1 
822 
_, __ 
Percent 
of total 
population 
3.3 
4.4 
5.0 
3.9 
3.5 
6.6 
7.0 
6.2 
4.4 
6.2 
13.4 
37.2 
0.1 
50.6 
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village and city. Difference between sex ratios is largest for 
those more than 65 years of age, the ratios being 171 and 87, 
respectively, for open-country and village. This partly results 
from the larger proportion of widows in the village population, 
many of whom formerly were wives of farm operators. Con-
versely, there is a tendency for widowers to continue to live in 
the open-country. 
MIGRATION OF YOUNG PEOPLE 
Migrations of family units and of individuals are both im-
portant parts of the total population movement. Whether the 
rural movement consists mostly of family groups or mostly of 
individuals will be determined largely by the number of young 
persons coming to maturity and by the economic opportunity 
for families as compared to the opportunity for younger indi-
viduals.7 
It is to be expected that a large proportion of rural young 
people will leave home. This is especially true in a rural state 
like Iowa which is characterized by commercial types of agri-
culture and comparatively few opportunities for nearby indus-
trial employment. In the Iowa situation, chief interest centers 
on the time and manner of their going, their destination and the 
effect on the population that remains. 
Data were obtained for 3,295 persons 16 or more years of 
age who were children of the heads of the households included 
in this survey; 2,582 of these were sons or daughters of open-
country families. Of the entire number, 1,830 had ldt home, 
the proportion away from home being 52 percent for the open-
country and 70 percent for the villages. 
SEX, AGE AND MIGRATION 
This part of the study describes the characteristics of the 
1,830 sons and daughters who had left home. Most of the mi-
grants are females. The sex ratio of 84 males per 100 females 
indicates the marked difference between males and females in 
the proportion that migrates (table 4) . The preponderance of 
females, characteristic of both open-country and Yillage, is more 
pronounced among migrants from the open country, the sex 
ratio being 84 and 87 for open-country and village migrants, 
respectively. The dearth of females in the villages caused by 
' In farming localities where economic conditions are favorable, older farm-
ers retire a nd more of the young people remain; while in localities where op-
portunities for commercial farming are limited. the olde r operators are eco-
nomically unable to retire, and their mature sons and daughters must seek op-
portunity elsewhere. In localities where margina l farming and sub-standard 
llving are common and othe r opportunities are relatively difficult to find. 
parents and mature children both stay home and exis t a s best they ca n on 
local resources. These statements are true in localities where the rural birth 
rate and especially the birth rate of the farming population is sufficiently 
high to create an '"exportable surplus" of persons. The falling birth rate may 
in time change this situation. 
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TABLE 4. CliTLDREN OF HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS SURVEYED, OVER 16 YEARS 
OF AGE BUT NOT LIVING AT IIO;\IE, BY AGE, 
SEX AND RESIDENCE OF HEAD. 
Age in Open-country Village 
years Total I Total Male Female Total Male Female 
16-19 44 29 7 22 15 5 10 
2(}-24 313 261 98 163 52 20 32 
25-34 814 639 307 332 175 73 102 
35-44 50R 339 169 170 169 87 82 
45-54 134 63 24 39 71 40 31 
55-64 15 2 2 0 13 5 8 
65+ 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 
Total 1,830 1 ,333 607 726 497 231 266 
~ - -
their migmtion is compensated somewhat by the migration of 
females from the open-country to the village. 
Since fewer males migrate from the open-country the sex 
ratio of 116 for the open-country population over 16 years of 
age is not surprising. The sex ratio tends to narrow among 
that portion of the open-country population which is more than 
25 years of age. At that age more of the males have left home. 
and some of those who remain have brought home brides from 
other localities ( 18). 
Migrants from the open-country averaged younger at the 
time of the survey than those from the village (fig. 3) . The 
predominance of open-country migrants is especially noticeable 
among those less than 35 years of age. Data indicate no signi-
ficant difference in the ages at which open-country and village 
migrants leave home. The difference in age at the time of the 
survey appears to be due to the older average age of heads of 
village families, and the older average age of heads of families 
seems to be partly caused by the retirement of elderly farmers 
to the village. Their children naturally would be older than 
those of the younger household heads. 
Figure 3 also shows the predominance of female migrants 
at various ages. A relatively small proportion of the migrants 
are less than 20 years of age, but these young migrants are pre-
dominantly females. It seems probable that the migration of 
those less than 20 years was curtailed somewhat during the 
period studied (fig. 8). 
The proportion of the young people who are away from home 
is one-third higher for the village than for the open-country, 
as indicated in table 1. This difference holds for all ages except 
20-25 years. In this age class the proportions of open-country 
and village populations away from home are approximately the 
same. Since this is the age at which most migration takes place, 
it seems probable that the migration is similar for both groups 
and that differences in population structure result in part from 
other factors. 
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Fig. 3. Children of heads of households surveyed, not living at home Jan. 
1, 1935, by age, sex and r esidence of head. 
AGE AT LEAVING HOME 
Girls who leave home migrate at a younger age than boys. 
The modal age, the high point in the migration of rural young 
people, is 18-20 years for females and 21-24 years for males 
(fig. 8). The proportion of females is greatest among those 
who leave home at ages 16 and 17, when four-fifths are females. 
The proportion of females decreases steadily as the age of leav-
ing home increases, the proportions of females being two-thirds 
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for ages 18-19, slightly less than half for ages 21-24, one-third 
for ages 25-34 and one-fifth for those 35 or more. 
Migration of young people was delayed somewhat by the 
depression. The modal ages at leaving home remained the 
same after 1929 as before, but the proportion of girls, 21-24, 
migrating was higher, while a higher percentage of boys more 
than 24 years of age migrated (fig. 8). The data indicate that 
the depression did not prevent the migration of rural young 
people but only delayed it temporarily. 
RETURN DURING THE DEPRESSION 
Migration from rural Iowa continued during the depres-
sion. Though the movement of young people slackened some-
what, it evidently continued, and those who left home remained 
away or, if they returned, they did not stay. Only 18, which is 
1 in 70 of those who left home previous to 1929, had returned 
and were living at home on Jan. 1, 1935. Half of these were in 
the villages. Possibly heads of households did not give a com-
plete report on this point, but it is obvious that the children 
who were away from home either did not return home in large 
numbers or, haYing returned, they left again previous to 1935. 
PRESENT LOCATION OF CHILDREN 
Young people usually migrate relatively short distances. 
Nearly four-fifths of the children away from home are still in 
50 m OpGn coun+~y 
~ VIllage 
4o I ~~------------~ 
_1 g 
1- 30 1----;::;:;;::; ~A-1 
tJ 
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z 
w )cl 
w 
n. 
All ega• 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOhiiC.S CHART A3709S IOWA STATE COLLEGt 
Fig. 4. Proportion of the tota l population over 16 years of age at home 
and away, that was away from home Jan. 1, 1935, by age a nd by residence 
of the head of the household. 
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Iowa (fig. 5). Three-fifths of those who moved out of the state 
are in a bordering state. Only 5 of the 1,830 young people are 
living outside the United States, and all of these are males. The 
larger proportion of females who have left home and are living 
in states adjoining Iowa also indicates that males move farther 
than females. 
The largest number of young people migrating from Iowa 
move to illinois and Minnesota. Other states adjoining Iowa-
Nebraska, Missouri, Wisconsin and South Dakota-follow in 
the order named in numbers of former young Iowa people liv-
ing within their boundaries. 
SCHOOLING AND MIGRATION 
The formal schooling obtained by all rural young people 
shows marked differences between open-country and village 
youth. Nearly half of those living in the open-country have 
not attended school beyond the eighth grade; nearly half have 
attended high school; less than one-tenth haYe more than a high 
school education (fig. 6 and table C). By comparison, village 
young people are much better educated. Slightly more than a 
fourth of them are in each of these classifications: (a) stopped 
at eighth grade or less, (b) attended high school but not grad-
uated and (c) graduated from high school. The two most strik-
ing differences between open-country and village are the larger 
proportion of open-country young people who do not attend 
school beyond the eighth grade and the larger proportion of 
village youth who continue their schooling beyond high school. 
Fig. 5. Present county of residence of .:hildren of heads of households, 
over 16 years of age who were living away from home Jan. 1, 1935. The 
location of each symbol indicates the present county of residence for one per-
son away from home. The kind of symbol indicates the farming area in 
which the parents were living at the time of the survey. 
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SCHOOLING AND YOUTH AWAY FROM HOME 
Differences in amount of schooling result in differences in 
migration. Youth who have not attended high school make up 
half of the total open-country youth who have left home (table 
5 and fig. 7). Those who have not attended high school are also 
above average in the proportion of their number which has left 
home. 
Youth who have attended high school have the highest pro-
portion remaining at home. Among those who attended but did 
not graduate from high school the proportion remaining at 
home is greater than among those who graduated. 
Education beyond high school is also favorable to migra-
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Fig. 7. Children 16 years of age or ove.-, of heads of village and open-
country households, at home or away, by years of schooling received. 
tion. One or 2 years of college docs not increase migration 
to a marked extent. The highest proportions away from home 
are among those who have continued beyond the second year in 
college. It should not be concluded that a college education is 
a cause of leaving home, since it is more probable that those 
young people who intend to leave home seek a college education 
as a means to facilitate the change. 
The proportion of high school graduates which left home 
is smaller than that found by Hamlin (2) who states that 56.8 
percent of all graduates of high schools in se-ven Iowa counties 
had left the county. Hamlin's proportions are larger because 
they included a larger proportion o£ village students and be-
cause he included those who had gone on from high school to 
college, a larger proportion of whom are away from home 
(tables 5 and 6). 
A higher proportion left home after 1929 than previously 
among those who had graduated from high school or had con-
tinued in school beyond the high school years. The proportion 
of those with eighth grade education who left home was corre-
spondingly lowered (table 5). Since a higher proporti9n of 
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TABLE 5. ALL CHILDREN 16 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER OF ITEADS OF OPEN-
COUNTRY HOUSEHOLDS, BY LAST YEAR OF SCHOOL COMPLETED 
AND BY T I ME OF LEAVING HOME. 
Last year 
I I 
Left home (percent) 
of school Total I Not left 
completed (number) home Total Before After 
Jan. 1, 1929 Dec. 31, 1928 
--
Under 8 110 50.0 50.0 40.9 9.1 
8 1,046 4.1.6 58.4 41.2 17.2 
9 177 50.3 49.7 34 . 5 15.2 
10 203 53.2 46.8 33 .0 13.8 
11 167 69.4 30.6 18.6 12.0 
12 678 52.2 47.8 24.3 23.5 
13 49 49.0 51.0 30.6 20.4 
14 87 47.2 52.8 26.4 26.4 
15 15 33.3 66.7 26.7 40.0 
16 or over 47 25.5 74.5 49.0 25.5 
Unknown 3 -- -- -- --
All years 2, 582 48.0 52.0 33.6 18.4 
the educated youth migrated during the depression, evidently 
education is becoming a more important aid to adjustment upon 
leaving home. 
Village results are shown in table 6. In general they sub-
stantiate the results obtained for the open-country youth away 
from home. Both those with elementary schooling and those 
with college education tend to leave home, while more of those 
who attend high school stay. A larger proportion of the better 
educated also left home during the depression than before. The 
increase in proportion of migrants among those witl1 a high 
school education was especially noticeable during the depres-
sion. 
MIGRATION OF HOUSEHOLDS 
The movements of households from place to place frequently 
assume a definite direction which characterizes the migration. 
The general movement of population from east to west was an 
TABLE 6. ALL CHILDREN 16 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER OF HEADS OF VILLAGE 
HOUSEHOLDS, BY LAST YEAR OF SCHOOL COMPLETED AND BY 
TIME OF LEAVING ROME. 
Last year 
I 
Left home (percent) 
of school Total I Not left 
completed (number) home Total I Before After 
Jan. 1, 1929 Dec. 31, 1928 
Under 8 32 28.1 71.9 56 .3 15 .6 
8 165 10.3 89.7 83.0 6.7 
9 43 18.6 81.4 67 .4 14.0 
10 87 31.0 69 .0 59 . 8 9 . 2 
11 63 52.4 47.6 38.1 9 . 5 
12 201 36.3 63.7 37 .8 25.9 
13 25 48.0 52 .0 48 .0 4.0 
14 39 33.3 66.7 48 .7 18 .0 
15 21 28 .6 71.4 57.1 14.3 
16 or over 37 24.3 75.7 56.8 18 .9 
All years 713 29 .0 71.0 56 . 1 14.9 
j 
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outstanding example of such a movement. The concerted wave-
like movements by which certain groups occupy new territory 
or supplant existing groups have been r eported in this region 
by Kolb and others (5, 7, 8 and 11 ) and in Iowa by Harter and 
Stewart (3). Characterization of recent movements of rural 
households in Iowa is much more complicated because there ap-
pears to be no definite direction of movement. 
CHANGES OF RESIDENCE 
Before analyzing family migration we shall consider certain 
characteristics of the households which are the basis for the 
analysis which follows. Of the 2,384 households surveyed, 1,880 
are open-country and 504 are located in villages. Male heads 
of households number 1,870 open-country and 428 village. Not 
all of these male heads of households, however, had established 
a family, and not all of those who had established families had 
done so prior to Jan. 1, 1928. Only 1,539 male heads of open-
country households and 356 male heads of village households 
had a continuous family history from 1928 to 1935, a total of 
1,895. Except as otherwise stated, the experience of these 1,895 
male heads of families forms the basis for the following analysis 
of family mobility. 8 
Stability of residence, rather than mobility, is the chief char-
acteristic of the families studied. .Approximately three-fourths 
of the households made no change in residence during the 
7-year period (table 7.) 9 The proportion of the open-country 
families which changed residence is slightly higher than the 
proportion for the village. This tendency toward greater move-
ment shown by open-country families becomes more marked 
with increases in the number of moves. For example, 1.4 per-
cent of the village families made three or more moves, while 2.3 
percent of the open-country families moved three or more times 
during the 7-year period. One village family moved four or 
more times, while 11 open-country families moved four or more 
times. 
The tendency for farmers to move more frequently than vil-
lagers seems to be well established. When the total number of 
moves is considered, the rate of movement for village house-
holds is 4.1 out of each 100 per year compared to 5.4 for all 
open-country households. The rate per 100 heads who change 
is more nearly the same, 19.4 for the village and 20.4 for the 
• The 331 open-country and the 72 vill age ma le h eads of households who 
had either not married or ha d married subsequently to J a n. 1. 19 28, or whose 
family had been discontinued for a ny reason a re u sua lly excluded or tabulated 
separately because their experience is e ither tha t of a n on-fa mily group or 
does not extend over the entire period of the survey. 
• See definition of cha nge of residence--her e call ed move ment- p. 280, supra. 
It seems probable tha t the number o r cha nges of resid ence a t least would 
have been doubled by Including movement from one house to another within 
the township or vlll a ge. 
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TABLE 7. MALE HEADS OF OPE)l-COUNTRY AND VILLAGE HOUSEIIOLDS WHO 
HAVE MADE THE SPECIFIED NUMBER OF CHANGE::! OF RESIDENCE OR 
OCCUPATION BETWEEN JAN. 1, 1928 AND JAN. 1 ,1935. 
Number of Changing residence I Changin~ occupation changes 
Open-country Village Open-country Village 
All heads 1,539 356 1,539 356 
No change 1,134 280 1 ,208 246 
1 285 55 274 83 
2 84 16 44 18 
3 25 4 8 3 
4 7 1 2 3 
5 2 0 2 0 
6 or more 2 0 1 3 
open-country. These data indicate that the greater open-coun-
try movement resulted primarily from the larger proportion of 
open-country heads who moved some time during the period 
and not so much from the more frequent moving of families. 
Evidently tenants do most of the moving. Nearly three-
fourths of the changes of resic1encc were made by tenants, who 
comprised 55 percent of the total number of households. Three-
eighths of the tenants changed residence as compared with one-
eighth of the others. Though the greater number of changes 
of residence was made by tenants, the outstanding difference 
was the much higher proportion of tenants who moved only 
once. The most significant differenee, statistically, was between 
the proportion of tenants and of others who made only one 
change of residence. 
CHANGES OF OCCUPATION 
.Although a larger proportion of 0pen-country households 
changed residence, it was the heads of village households who 
most frequently changed their occupation. The proportions 
changing during the 7-year period, 1928 to 1935, was 31 percent 
for the village anc1 21.5 perecnt for the open-country (table 
7) .10 This difference between open-country and village becomes 
more pronounced as the number of changes in occupation in-
creases. In the village 1.7 percent changed occupation four or 
more times, while only 0.3 percent in the open-country changed 
four or more times. These numbers are too small to be statisti-
cally conclusive or to affect markedly the total amount of 
change; but the difference is well sustained. The annual rate 
of occupational change was 3.8 per 100 heads of open-country 
households as compared with 6.4 changes for the village. Much 
of this difference is a result of the higher proportion of heads 
of village households who changed occupations but once during 
the 7-year period, the proportions being 17.8 percent for the 
open-country and 23.3 percent for the village (table 7). 
' " A change from laborer to renter or owner, or vice versa. is here con-
sidered an occupational change. 
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TABLE 8. NUMBER OF CHA:-IGES OF RE 3IDE:-ICE AND OF OCCUPAT[QN MADE 
BY EACIT MALE HEAD OF OPEN-CO UNTRY HO USEHOLDS, 1928 TO 1935. 
Changes of occupation Total 
Changes of residence 
---- ------- -
3 or Unclass-
None 1 2 more ified* 
--- - ---- - - --
Total male beads 1 ,870 1,134 285 84 36 331 
No change 1,353 1,032 140 26 10 145 
1 chang<> 433 98 14,1 27 8 159 
2 or more changes 84 4 4 31 18 ~7 
*Includes heads who established a family between 1928 and 1935. 
Certain reasons for these differences appear quite obvious. In 
the village the range of occupational choices is greater than in 
the open-country where farming is the principal industry. This 
helps to explain the greater occupational change in the village. 
A change of open-country residence, in the case of farm renter 
or laborer, may be necessary without a change of occupation. 
On the other hand, a villager may more easily change occupa-
tion without changing residence. 
CHANGES OF RESIDENCE AND OCCUPATION 
Data indicate that changes in residence and in occupation are 
closely related to each other. This is true for farm owners and 
renters and for villagers (tables 8, 9 and 10) . Relatively f ew 
change residence without changing occupation and vice versa. 
For example, one-fifth of those who change residence do not 
change occupation, and two-fifths of those who change occupa-
tion do not change residence (table 8) . Stated another way, 
only 1.4 percent of those who changed residence once changed 
their occupation two or more times; while hal£ of those who 
changed residence three or more times changed their occupation 
two or more times. 
UNCLASSIFIED FAMILIES 
The unclassified families are the ones which were either es-
tablished or broken during the period, 1928 to 1935. Because 
TABLE 9. NUJ\1BER OF CHANGES OF RESIDENCE A:-.!D OF OCCUPATION 
MADE BY EACH MALE HEAD OF FARM-TENANT 
HOUSEHOLDS, 1928-1935. 
I All Cha nges of residence Changes of occupation ten ants 
------ --- -----
None 1 2 3 or more 
--------
All tenants 870 548 22-l 68 !lO 
No change 592 380 114 24 10 
1 change 234 47 55 16 3 
2 or more ch anges 44 I 3 14 11 
Unclassifiedt - 84 47 13 6 
No family established* - 36 5 1 0 
Includes heads who had no fa mily established at time of survey. 
tincludes heads who established a family between 1928 and 1935. 
Unclass- No family 
ifiedt established* 
- -
40 24 
98 15 
12 3 
- -
- -
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TABLE 10. NUMBER OF CHANGES OF RESIDENCE AND OF OCCUPATION 
MADE BY EACH MALE HEAD OF VILLAGE HOUSEHOLDS, 1928- 1935. 
Changes of residence 
Changes of occupation Total - - - - -------
2 or 
None 1 more Unclassified* 
- ------------------
Total 428 280 55 21 72 
No change 276 223 20 3 30 
1 change 113 47 32 4 30 
2 or more changes 39 10 3 14 12 
*Includes heads who established family between 1928 and 1935. 
of that fact th<'se families did not have a continuous family his-
tory during the period covered by the survey. Complete data 
arc not available, so these families are described only partially. 
In general, they show characteristics similar to those of the 
population of which they are a part (tables 8, 9 and 10) . Un-
classified families conform closely to the average in number of 
changes of residence. The unclassified in the open-country 
show a marked tendency to make one change in occupation and 
residence. This is usually a change from farm-hand to renter , 
often made at the time of maniage. In general, the omission 
or inclusion of the unclassified families docs not materially 
change the averages nor inYalidate the conclusions drawn. 
RANGE OF MIGRATION11 
To the former statement that a majority of open-country 
and village families did not change residence during the 7-year 
period should now be added the statement that most of those 
who changed residence moved only short distances (fig. 9). 
Stated another way, the number which moved any given dis-
tance is inversely proportional to the distance moved. That this 
also holds true for each of the major occupational classes in the 
open-country is indicated by table 11. 
TABLE 11. MALE HE ADS OF OPEN-COUNTRYiJIOUSEIIOLDS, BY OCCUPATION 
JAN. 1. 1935, AND BY RANGE OF i\IIGRATION, 1928-1935. 
Lived·in county of survey·and in : 
Occupation Jan . 1 , 1935 T otal Other Other 
~arne counties in state or Unclass-
county same state country ified* 
Total 1,870 1.371 125 43 331 
Farm owners and managers 810 r706 21 9 74 
Farm tenants 874 .. 572 81 23 198 
Farm laborers 95 36 10 6 43 
Other unskilled and unemployed 48 28 7 4 9 
All other 43 29 6 1 7 
*Includes beads who established a family during the 7-year period. 
u D a ta u sed h e re a re for 2, 039 heads of f a milies, both country and village, 
both ma les a nd fem ales, who had a continuous fa mily history during the 
period, 19 28 to 193 5. This number is obtained by a dding the 1,944 open-coun-
try to the 507 village fa milies a nd subtracting the 412 unclassiftables, 337 of 
them In the open-country a nd 75 in the v illage. 
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Comparison of farm tenants with owner operators on a pro-
portional basis indicates that a higher proportion of tenants 
move from other counties within Iowa than owners. The ratio 
of owners to tenants moving from other states is higher than 
the ratio between owners and tenants moving from other coun-
ties. Owner-operators tend to take few moves but migrate long 
distances, while tenants, though moving more frequently, tend 
to move shorter distances. 
The radial distances moved by the various occupational 
classes in the open-country varied widely. This is illustrated 
by the following proportions of the various occupational groups 
which have lived in another state or country; 1 percent for 
farm owners, 3 percent for tenants, 6 percent for farm laborers 
and 8 percent for the unskilled and the unemployed. 
Village families are similar to open-country families in the 
range or the radial distance of migration from 1928 to 1935. 
Occupational differences, however, tend to be obscured some-
what by the larger number of occupations in the village when 
compared with the open-country. The unskilled and the unem-
ployed ranked highest in the proporHon of those who had lived 
in some other county some time during the 7-year period, 1928 
to 1935. Professional persons, semi-skilled and clerical work-
ers, skilled workers and business men ranked next in descend-
ing order in the proportion of each which had lived in some 
other county. Farm owners and tenants who lived in villages 
ranked lowest; that is, during the 7 -year period none of them 
had lived outside the county in which they resided at the time 
of the survey. 
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Fig. 8. Children of heads of open-country and village households, who 
have left home, by the time of leaving and by age at leaving home. 
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Fig. 9. Range of migration of heads of households by residence and ten-
ure status, 1928-1935. This does not include those with no family in 1935 or 
those who established a family during the period 1928-35. 
The range or radial distance of migration is imperfectly re-
lated to the number of moves made, but it increases somewhat 
with increases in the number of moves. For example, the pro-
portion of those who haYe lived in no other county decreases 
as the number of moves increases. Also the proportion which 
has lived in some other state or county during the 7-year period 
tends to increase with the number of moves. These tendencies 
hold true for both open-country and village and farm renters 
and owner-operators (tables 12, 13 anc114). 
The local character of most of the movement is conclusively 
shown by the way the previous places of domicile cluster 
TABLE 12. RANGE OF MIGRATION OF ALL HEADS OF OPEN-COUNTRY 
HOUSEHOLDS, BY CHANGES OF RESIDENCE, 1928-1935. 
Unclass-
ified and 
no family 
established* Cr~~fJ:~c~fJ N~b:rh\e;::c-e_n_t N:e::::,,~:~~;~ve,:o~~~;~:tlyj:;n~~~velys~~~: 
-----I-------- _c_o_u_n_t_Y __ c_o_u_n_tl_e_s _•_t_a_te __ •_t_a_te __ c_o_u_n_t_ry_1 _____ _ 
5.9 
15.6 
20.4 
15.7 
2.5 
6.4 
10 .7 
7.8 
1.6 1.1 
2.1 
6.8 
5.9 
Total 
No change 
1 change 
2 changes 
3 or more 
1.944 
1,413 
377 
103 
51 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
88.9 
84.2 
49.9 
37.9 
35.3 
4.5 
5.8 
7.8 
15.8 
21.5 
18.4 
27.5 
*Includes heads of households who did not have family established during entire 7-year period. 
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TABLE 13. RANGE OF MIGRATION OF ALL HEADS OF FARM-TENANT IIOUSE-
HOLDS, BY CHANGES OF RESIDENCE, 1928-1935. 
All heads I Percent which lived in county of survey and in: 
Changes of~----------------------------
residence Ad- Other Ad- Other 
Number I Percent No other\ joining I county in\ joining I state or 
county counttes state state country 
------------------
Total 878 100 8.1.4 9 . 1 3.4 1.7 1.4 
No change 551 100 78 .3 -- -- -- --
1 change 226 100 46 .5 18. 1 8.0 3.1 1.3 
2 changes 67 !00 38.8 17 .9 8.9 6 .0 7.5 
3 or more 31 100 45.2 16 .2 6.4 6.4 6.4 
Unclass-
ified and 
no family 
established* 
------
--
21.7 
23.0 
20.9 
19.4 
*Includes heada of households who did not have family established during entire 7-year period. 
around the townships surveyed (:fig. 10). The distances trav-
eled are usually small even though the number of moves is rela-
tively large. It would even seem that a large proportion of 
families which moved across state lines into Iowa moved rela-
tively short distances and arrived at their present location by 
a series of moves rather than by one long one. Data furnish no 
evidence that the movements o.f rural families has proceeded in 
any definite direction. 
TOWN-COUNTRY MIGRATION 
The tendency for farm families to stay on farms and, con-
versely, for village families to remain in villages is emphasized 
by the results of this study which indicate also that this ten-
dency remained strong during the depression years. During 
the 7-year period more than nine-tenths of the open-country 
families had lived in the open-country only, while :five-sixths of 
the village families had lived in villages only (tables 15 and 16). 
Data indicate that the net movement of families was from 
the open-country to village and city. For example, the propor-
tion of village dwellers who had lived in the country during 
the 7-year period was one and one-half times as large as the 
proportion of open-country dwellers who had lived in village 
or city (tables 15 and 16). The fact that both these propor-
tions are relatively small emphasizes again the point previously 
stated, that most of the movement :from open-country to village 
and city is composed of the young people who leave home and 
TABLE 14. RANGE OF MIGRATION OF ALL HEADS OF VILLAGE HOUSEHOLDS, 
BY CIIANGES OF RESIDENCE, 1928-1935. 
All heads I P ercent which lived in county of survey and in: 
Changes of~----------------------------
r esidence Ad- Other Ad- Other 
Number I Percent No other' joining \county in \ joining !state or 
county counties state state country 
Unclass-
ified and 
no family 
established* 
-----·1 , ____ , ____ , ____ , ____ , ____ , ____ , _____ _ 
Total I 507 
I 
100 
I 
86.0 
I 
4 .5 
I 
5.3 
I 
3.4 
I 
0.8 
No change 385 100 89.4 -- -- -- --
I 
10 . 6 
I change 93 100 30.1 18 .3 10.8 8.6 3.2 29.0 
2 or more 29 100 17 . 3 17 .3 24.1 13 .8 3.4 24.1 
*Includes heada of households who established family during the 7 -year period. 
J 
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veyed for a ll heads of h ouseholds surveyed, 1928-35. 
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TABLE 15. DIRECTION OF MIGRATION OF ALL HEADS OF OPEN-COUNTRY 
HOUi"EHOLDS, BY RANGE OF MIGRATION, 1928-1935. 
Range of migrati on 
Direction of All 
Other state I Unci ass- I No famil migration beads Same Other county ified* establishe t 
county in same state or country 
----
Total 
Number 1 ,944 1,435 127 45 
I 
242 
I 
Percent 100 100 100 100 100 
Continuous 
residence 91.7 94.7 70.1 53 .3 89 . 3 
Village and city 5 .7 4.1 17.3 26.7 7 .0 
Village to open 
country, and city 
I I I 
to open country I 0.9 1 0.5 1 3 . 2 8.9 1.2 Open country to 
village or city 0 .9 0.4 5 . 5 4.4 0.8 
All other 0.8 0 . 3 3.9 6 . 7 1.7 
*Includes beads of households who established a family during the 7-year period. 
tincludes beads of households with no family established at time of survey. 
95 
100 
97.9 
2.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
migrate as individuals. This movement is a more important 
factor in town-country migration than the moves made by 
family groups. 
TENURE S'l'ATUS AND FAMILY l\iiGRATION 
Since tenancy bears such important relationships to family 
migration it will be examined in greater detail. The impor-
tance of these relationships has been indicated by two facts pre-
viously presented; that a larger proportion of tenants changed 
residence and that among those families which moved, the ten-
ants moved more frequently than the owner-operators (tables 
12 and 13). Changes in tenure status will be analyzed to indi-
cate how they relate to changes in migration. Also the asso-
ciated factors will be examined, since they are commonly sup-
posed to be directly associated with migration. 
TABLE 16. DIRECTION OF MIGRATION OF ALL HEADS OF VILLAGE HOUSE-
HOLDS, BY RANGE OF MIGRATION, 1928-1935. 
Range of mobility 
-,- Un-Direction of migration I Other Othe.r class-Total Same county in etate or ified* 
county same state country 
Total cases 507 377 39 16 60 
Percent 100 100 100 100 100 
Continuous residence 84 94 44 50 62 
Ci~ only and village to city 
an city to open-country 5 2 5 31 15 
Open-country only and 
open-country to village 9 4 36 13 20 
Open-country to city, 
open-country to village to city, 
village to open-country and 
all other 2 0 15 6 3 
*Includes heads of households who established a family during the 7-year period. 
tincludes beads of households with no family established at time of survey. 
No 
family 
•stab-
lishedt 
- ---
15 
100 
73 
20 
7 
0 
• 
II 
' 
II 
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SIZE OF FARM AND TENURE 
The size of the farm upon which the family is located is 
one of those factors which is more directly related to tenure 
status than to migration. The proportion of all owners who 
operate farms less than 100 acres in size is twice as large as the 
proportion among renters (table 17). On farms over 100 acres 
tenants operate a majority of the farms in each size, but the 
proportion between owners and tenants remains quite constant 
regardless of size. An exception is furnished by the owners on 
large farms, since owners operate three-fifths of all the farms 
over 500 acres in size. Since tenants move more than owners 
it is easy to sec from the foregoing that there is more migration 
among operators of farms of more than 100 acres (except farms 
of over 500 acres where owners predominate) than among those 
living on farms of less than 100 acres and that this movement 
is more closely related to tenancy than to the size of the farm. 
The range or radial distance of migration is also related 
to tenancy in a manner similar to that shown in table 17. The 
variations found appear to result mostly from differences in the 
tenant situation rather than from differences in size of farm 
within each tenure class. 
AGE OF OPERATOR AND TENURE 
The age of the farm operator is one of the most interesting 
and important of the factors related to tenancy and migration. 
Here again the relationship is closer between age and tenancy 
than between age and migration. That is, while it is true that 
tenants average younger than owner-operators, it is also true 
that among either owners or tenants differences in age usually 
are not accompanied by significant differences in migration. 
TABLE 17. MALE HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS CONTINUOUSLY ENGAGED IN 
FARM OPERATION, 1928-1935; BY TENURE, SIZE OF FARM AND 
RANGE OF MIGRATION.* 
Tenure status and All beads 
Lived in county of survey and in: 
I 1----;u;-;;tber size of farm No other Adjoining county counties 
Owner operators 741 712 13 16 
Under 50 acres 65 63 1 1 
5(}-99 155 149 2 4 
100-174 307 292 9 6 
175-259 131 130 0 1 
260 or more 83 78 1 4 
Tenant operators 677 572 58 47 
Under 50 acres 22 19 1 2 
5(}-99 80 64 4 12 
100-174 320 280 26 14 
175-259 157 125 20 12 
260 or more 98 84 7 7 
*This includes both village and open-country f:l.rm operators but excludes those who bad 
no family established and those who established a family during the 7-year period. 
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Fig. 11. All male heads of households engaged in agriculture, by age and 
tenure status. 
The following facts have an interesting and significant re-
lation to the above points. The modal age for all male heads 
of farm households is 35-44 years. The number in the 45-54-
year age class is nearly as large as the 35-44 class, and both to-
gether constitute 52 percent of the farm families (table F). 
Owner-operators arc older than tenants, the modal group for 
owners being 45-54 and for tenants. 35-44 years of age. The 
modal age for the unclassified families established since 1928 is 
25-34 years. Although two-thirds of them are tenants, these 
unclassified families are too young to be representative of any 
of the tenure groups in so far as age is concerned. These un-
classified families affect the total tenure situation somewhat, 
but their influence is not significant within any age group over 
35 years. 
The data also indicate certain relationships involved in the 
operation of the so-called "agricultural ladder" during this 
period, 1928-1935. In the first place the step-like structure of 
fig. 11 indicates that the proportion of farm owners increases 
quite regularly and steadily ·with each increase in the age of all 
operators; being lowest at ages 25-34 and highest at ages 65 
and over. In comparing owners and tenants further, the num-
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ber as well as the proportion of tenants among farm operators 
decreases much more rapidly than the number or the proportion 
of owners (table F). Thus it is indicated that tenants change 
to owners nearly as rapidly as the owners retire or die. While 
this would indicate that the agricultural ladder was operating 
and that tenants were becoming owners during this period, two 
qualifications of the statement seem rather important. The 
first is a limitation of the study itselC which does not include 
the families which haYe left these same farms during the 7-year 
period. Data for these families ·would measure the extent to 
which farmers have left farming and moved to town because 
they haYe lost ownership or because they could not rent a farm. 
Data in table N indicate that there is a considerable number of 
these. The second limitation is the known increase in :farm ten-
ancy during this period. Data indicate that this increase oc-
curred mostly during the years 1931-33, inclusive, (table 18). 
More important, the increase in tenancy coincided with the in-
crease in corporation-owned farms clueing this period. The 
number of farms which were privately owned but tenant-op-
erated increased slightly in 1932 and 1933; then decreased 
again. There was no permanent increase in the number of 
farms owned by private landlords during the 7-year period. It 
may be safely concluded that tenant succeeded owner during 
the 7-year period much as before on those farms which were 
not corporation-owned. The increase in corporation ownership 
increased the amount of tenancy and thereby decreased the 
number of farms privately owned and operated below what it 
would have been otherwise. 
CHANGES IN '!'ENURE STATUS 
Persons who were operating farms in 1935 had not ex-
perienced any general lowering of tenure status during the 
years, 1928-1935. Of the 1,809 heads of houc;eholcls only 84 had 
been reduced in status; 65 from owner to tenant, 5 from owner 
to farm laborer and14 from tenant to laborer (table G). Al-
though slightly less than 1 in 20 of all farmers were lower in the 
agricultural scale than in 1928, the proportion among those who 
TABJ~E 18. TYPE OF F.\Rl\[ OWNERSHIP AND TE:'IIURE BY YEARS, 1928-1935 
Ownership of farms 1935 1934 1933 1932 1931 1930 1929 
--- -- - -- --- - - - ---
Allfa.rms 13R9 1389 13 ~9 13~!) 1389 1389 1389 
Corporation owned 
Privately owned 
121 116 S4 68 57 52 52 
and operntod 624 626 641 661 683 691 691 
Privately owned but 
tan ant operated 644 647 664 660 649 646 64.6 
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had changed residence during the period was much greater, 
nearly one in five. Such a reduction in tenure status applied 
to the state as a whole would give a total of 10,000 farmers with 
lower status than in 1928. While this is a considerable number, 
it would hardly he EuCficiently large to reverse the traditional 
ascent from tenancy to ownership. Data in table N indicate 
that a considerable number of former farm-operators were re-
ceiving relief. It would seem, therefore, that the operators and 
laborers who have left the farm arc in a much more insecure 
position than those who remain. Stating this another way, 
farmers who could not maintain their security on the farm were 
not in a favorabl e position to maintain it elsewhere during 
1928-1935. 
Two important aspects of mobility are: First, the propor-
tion of all families studied which changed residence; second, the 
number of moYes or changes of residence made by each of these 
families. Each of these aspects will be analyzed separately be-
cause of the marked differences between them during the years 
1928-1935. 
The proportion of heads of household who changed resi-
dence varies widely among the different tenure groups. One-
fourth of the 1,489 families farming continuously from 1928 to 
1935 changed residence at least once. The proportion was 12 
percent for owners, 37 percent for tenants and 50 percent for 
farm laborers. It is evident that the proportion of families 
which move is superior to the number of moves as an index of 
mobility. 
The number of moves per family made by those who 
changed residence is also important, showing small but consis-
tent differences between tenure classes. As would be expected 
the owners moved least frequently and farm laborers most fre-
quently. The average number of moves per family moving dur-
ing the 7 years was 1.2 for owners, 1.4 for renters and J .8 for 
farm laborers. Stating this another way, the annual rates of 
change for each 100 families moving was 17 for owners, 20 for 
renters and 26 for farm laborers. These differences though 
small were well sustained within each t enure group. 
The relation of the age of the operator to the two mobility 
factors referred to above is interesting and significant. The 
number of moves per household among those households which 
change residence did 110t vary significantly with changes in age 
for either owner-operators or tenants. In other words, older 
farm operators did not move more frequently than younger 
ones and vice versa. Older farm laborers , on the other hand, 
moved more frequently than younger ones until age 65 was 
reached, after which the number of moves declined sharply. 
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The relation between the age of the head of the household 
and the proportion which changed residence is shown in fig . 12. 
First it should be noticed that when all farm households are in-
cluded, the average proportion of households moving decreases 
as the age of the head increases until age 65 is reached. This 
decrease is caused by a combination of two situations; first, the 
proportion of owners who change residence is uniformly smaller 
than the proportion of renters who change; second, the propor-
tion of owners increases with the age of the operators. The 
largest proportion of families changing residence is at 25-34 
years of age for tenants and 35-44 for owner-operators. Neither 
among owners nor renters is there a consistent decrease in the 
proportion moving as the age increases. Farm laborers, few in 
number, show even less tendency to decreased movement with 
increasing age. These facts make it all the more evident that 
the age of the operator affects mobility only indirectly, princi-
pally through its established relation to tenure status. 
TENURE AND EMPLOYMENT 
The tendency is strong for farm families, regardless of ten-
ure status, to engage in agriculture exclusively and continuous-
ly. During the 7 years, 1928-1935, 95 percent of the owners, 92 
percent of the tenants and 81 percent of the farm laborers had 
not engaged in any other occupation (table H ) . 
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Unemployment among farmers on Iowa farms is negligi-
ble. Only 15 of the male heads of families, approximately 1 
percent, were unemployed on Jan. 1, 1935. The proportion was 
highest among farm laborers. nearly 10 percent of whom were 
unemployed. The difference between owners and tenants was 
not significant. 
TENURE AND RELIEF 
Tenancy and relief history arc significantly related, and 
the relationship again emphasizes the differences between the 
various tenure classes. The proportion of operators continu-
ously engaged in agriculture who received relief from a public 
agency during 1933 to 1934 was very small-less than 4 per-
cent of the total. J;ess than 2 percent of the owner-operators 
in 1935 received relief in 1933 or 1934. The percentage was 3.1 
percent for tenants, 14.2 percent for farm laborers and 3.9 for 
those families established dming the period 1928-35. It seems 
fair to conclude that relief had not been a major problem among 
those who were fat'ming in 1935 and that such relief as had been 
granted serYed to emphasize the relatively insecure posi1 ion of 
the farm laborers. 
THE RURAL RELIEF SITUATION 
The proportion of families which received relief, although 
small in the open-country, was much larger in the village. 
Among· all the open-country families slightly less than 4 percent 
were on relief some time in 1933-34 (table I). Three times as 
large a proportion, 12 percent of all the Yillage families, had 
received public assistance some time during the 2 years. A 
fourth of the open-country families and half of the Yillagc fami-
lies on relief received aid both years. The effect of the drouth 
in 1934 is shown by the large number of families on relief that 
year. 
Unclassified farm families, those which established a family 
during the years 1928-35, did not vary significantly from other 
fatm families in the proportion on relief. A higher proportion, 
18 percent, of unclassified village families received relief. This 
propottion which is 50 percent above the average for all village 
families reflects the uncertainty of employment in the villages 
during 1933-34. 
Families with J'emale heads had a smaller than average pro-
portion on relief in both open-country and village during 1933-
34. Among 74 such open-country families the proportion was 
2.7 percent compared with 3.7 percent for all rural families. 
Among 79 village families with female heads the proportion 
was 5.1 percent as compared with 12 percent for all village 
families. This ability of female heads of families to stay off 
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relief was the more remarkable in this instance because a third 
of them were over 65 years of age. The superior ability of 
elderly ladies to do without public assistance has been described 
in Iowa by Trauger (14). 
MIGRATION OF CHILDREN FROM RELIEF FAMILIES 
Relief s1 atus had little if any effect on whether or not chil-
dren left home. The migration of children was proportionally 
the eame from families who were on relief in 1933-1934 as from 
families that did not receive relief. Analysis of the entire 
population over 16 years of age, at home and away, indicates 
no significant difference between the proportion of the popula-
tion at home which was on relief and the proportion of children 
away from home which helon11:cd to families which received re-
lief some time during 1933-1934. The proportion on relief, in-
cluding those whose status "·as unknown, was 3.75 percent for 
the open-country at home, 3.7 percent for those away. The 
proportion was 14.5 percent for the village population at home 
and 14.6 percent for those away from home (table K). Evi-
dently the fact that famili<'s were on relief at the time of the 
survey was not associated wi1h any factor which affected the 
proportion of children who left home during or previous to the 
depression. 
RELIEF AND FAMILY MIGRATION 
The rural relief situation evidently is related rather closely 
to the migration of rural families. Although data are not at 
hand with which to analyze the relationship in detail, certain 
facts stand out. First there is a strong tendency for farm fami-
lies to move to town when for any reason they become unem-
ployed in the country. Nearly 4,000 former Iowa farm opera-
tors, both tenants and owners, were receiving relief in March. 
1935 (table N). This number was more than twice as large as 
the number of farm operators on farms who were receiving 
relief. In addition l 0,954 farm hands were receiving relief in 
March, 1935. 
Thus it appears that many persons formerly engaged in 
farming were on relief and that many of these were living in 
village or town. Facts have been presented to show that the 
proportion on rural relief is larger in the village than in the 
open-country. Now it appears that village relief is increased 
as a result of the moYCment of farmers and farm laborers to the 
village. Included among these are farm hands and laborers out 
of work, retired farmers with depleted savings, owners who 
lost their farms through foreclosure and renters who were re-
placed by other renters or by new or former owners. The 
drouth in 1934 accentuated the moYemcnt which for the first 
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time became a serious factor in the rural relief situation during 
the depression. 
RELIEF AND EMPLOYMENT 
It would be quite unfair to blame the entire rural relief 
situation on the drouth of 1934, so additional data on rural 
employment are now presented. These data indicate the ob-
vious relationship between employment and relief and also indi-
cate that the greater unemployment in villages is the principal 
reason for the comparatively large relief load there. 
Of 2,944 gainful workers in open-country households, near-
ly 4 percent were unemployed Jan. 1, 1935 (table L). The un-
employed included 18 percent of the workers in the village 
households which was nearly 5 times as high as the proportion 
unemployed in the open-country (table l\1). l\fuch of this fami-
ly unemployment was due to the lack of gainful workers in the 
family. Gainful workers were more plentiful in open-country 
households, which averaged 1.6 workers as compared with 1.2 
workers per village household. In addition, more than half the 
village households on relief were without any gainful workers. 
One-fifth of all unemployrd households in the open-country and 
)fie-third in thr village were unemployed because they had no 
gainful worker in the household. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions arc supported strongly by the 
facts concerning mobility of rural people Jiving in 18 townships 
in Iowa. 
Significant changes noted in the mobility of rural people 
during the period, 1928-35, modified but did not reverse gen-
eral trends previously existing. 
Shifts of population from rural areas to other rural or ur-
ban areas consist mostly of young people between the ages of 
16 and 25 years. 
Young people migrate relatively short distances when they 
leave home; nearly all of them are located in Iowa or adjoining 
states. Males tend to locate fartheT from home than females. 
Females migrate younger than the males, and a larger propor-
tion of females migrates. 
Migration of young people was delayed somewhat but did 
not stop dm·ing the depression. Those who left home before 
1929 either did not return home, or having returned they had 
again left home previous to Jan. 1, 1935. 
The proportion of children migrating from rural house-
holds was not affected by the relief status of the parental house-
hold. 
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Young people who had not attended high school and those 
who had attended college left home in larger proportion than 
those who had attended high school. 
Stability of residence rather than mobility was character-
istic of rural households during this 7-ycar period. No definite 
direction of movement appeared from the migration of rural 
families. Strong tendencies were apparent for rural families 
to remain in the. same locality and to live exclusively either in 
the country or in the village. 
Most rural families who change residence move short dis-
tances, the number moving being inversely proportional to the 
distance moved. Previous places of domicile cluster around the 
present location of the households. 
Farmers are more likely to move to another township than 
are villagers to move out of the village in which they reside. 
Such change of residence is apt to be associated with a change 
in occupational status; this is especially true among farmers. 
Farm tenants and farm laborers do most of the moving; 
a higher proportion of them move and they move more fre-
quently than owners. 
Few .farmers now on farms in Iowa have received relief. 
The proportion is higher among tenants, and data stress the in-
security of the farm laborer and of former farm operators liv-
ing in the village. 
Tenure status is the most important single factor associated 
with mobility of farm households in Iowa. The size of the farm 
and the age of the .farm operator appear to affect mobility only 
as they are associated with tenure status. 
APPENDIX 
A COMPARISON OF THE TOWNSHIPS SURVEYED WITH 
THE STATE 
The townships included in the survey have some merit as a sample 
for the state or for similar areas within the limitations herewith set 
forth: First and foremost, the limitations imposed by size of sample; 
second, the limitations introduced by incomplete enumeration of the 
sample area; third, the limitations introduced by the lack of complete 
agreement in the items compared and the indefinite relationships of 
these factors to the data of mobility. 
Since the sample included approximately 1 percent of the farm 
households and a still smaller proportion of the rural population of the 
state, the sample surveyed comprises too small a proportion of the popu-
lation to represent adequately the state from a statistical point ot view. 
In the townships surveyed, it is also evident that the proportion of the 
population which is non-farm population ( 24 percent) is lower than the 
proportion ( 36 percent) of the rural population of the state which is 
rural non-farm. The townships surveyed contain too small a propor-
tion of non-farming population because villages are not so large or so 
numerous in the sample townships as they are in the rest of the state. 
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Therefore, it is not to be expected that the population included in the 
survey will be representative of the state rural population. The "pro-
portion of completion (70 percent) of the townships is the same for 
both the village and the open-country population. This, in a sense, 
validates the relation between the population surveyed and the total 
population of the townships. It does not, however, improve the rela-
tionship between the population surveyed and the rural population of 
the state. No attempt should be made to combine open-country and 
village results when there are significant differences between them. 
When the population surveyed is considered as a part of the state 
rural population for 1930, it is found to be homogeneous in age distri-
bution for ages 5-15 and 20-35 only. A marked deficiency of young chil-
dren 0-4 is balanced by a marked excess of persons 35-54 and a slight 
deficiency of persons over 65 years of age. The deficiency in agEil! 0-4 is 
explained partly by the decreasing birthrate between 1930 and the time 
of the survey and partly by the increasing proportion of older persons 
between 1930 and 1935 which decreases the crude birthrate still further. 
The increase in number of persons over 35 years of age is not accounted 
for entirely by the natural aging of the population but is caused in 
part by the checking of retirement from farming during the depression 
and, in part, by the return of former retired farmers to the active farm 
operation. The deficiency of persons over 55, and especially over 65, is 
due mostly to the small proportion of village population in the areas 
surveyed. 
The above analysis suggests that important information on retire-
ment from farming might be obtained by analyzing the changes in age 
composition of the population between one census and the next. The 
present analysis supports the thesis that the mass movement of per-
sons over 35 years of age out of rural areas did not take place between 
1930 and 1935 as rapidly as it had taken place previously. This thesis 
is supported by a comparison of the age distribution of the popula-
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tion surveyed and the total population of the 18 townships in 1930 
(table B.) The lack of differentiation between open-country and vil-
lage population in the census data by townships obscured much of the 
movement which is due to the retirement of farm operators to villages 
in the same township. 
Chief interest should now be centered not around population but 
around certain characteristics of the farms and other factors com-
monly assodated with migration. It is assumed that the lack of a 
known positive relationship of these characteristics to mobility might 
not invalidate such analysis and might serve a useful purpose until 
such relationships have been established. Agricultural data are pre-
sented for the 18 townships in the survey. 
The townships included in the survey are distributed over the state; 
one or more of them in each of the major type-of-farming areas (fig. 1). 
The proportion of townships located in the cash grain area is above 
average, and representation is lacking in the counties along both the 
eastern and the western borders of the state. 
In yield of corn per acre the distribution of the townships surveyed 
is not the same as for the state, but the differences tend to balance 
each other. While the proportion in the modal group is the same as 
for the state, the proportion above the modal class is considerably 
above that for the state as a whole, and the proportion in the classes 
below the mode is somewhat lower than the state (fig. 13). 
The tenancy situation in the counties surveyed was slightly above 
the state average. In 1930, 47.3 percent of all farms were operated by 
tenants. In the counties in which the townships included in the sur-
vey were located, the proportion of tenancy was 48 percent. In 1935, 
49.6 percent of the farms in the state and 50.3 percent of the farms in 
the counties where the survey was conducted were operated by tenants. 
In the 17 townships surveyed, tenancy (50.9 percent in 1935) was 
not significantly higher than for the counties or the state. Some scatter 
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was noticeable above and below the mode, but balance was maintained 
surprisingly well for the state as a whole in spite of the bimodal char-
acteristic (fig. 14). 
Corporation ownership of !arm land is slightly lower (9.2 percent) 
for the townships surveyed than for the state (10.1 percent) in 1935. 
This appears to be due to the fact that none of the townships surveyed 
had as high as 20 percent of the farm land corporation-owned, while 
many townships in the state exceeded that figure (fig. 15) . 
Certain other data are available on a township basis in the United 
States census for 1930. On these bases, the percentage of all townships in 
the state included in the survey is 1.04; ot all farms, 1.05 percent; of the 
rural farm population, 1.11 percent; of the value of land and buildings, 
1.11 percent; of the acreage of land in farms, 1.11 percent. While the 
townships surveyed were slightly above average size the land was slight-
ly below average in value per acre; $124 for the state and $118 for the 
townships surveyed. 
TABLE A. BIRTHS AND DEATIIS PER 1,000 PERSONS IN IOWA, 1929-1935.* 
Crude rates 
Year 
Births Deaths 
1929 17.1 10.4 
1930 17 .3 10 .6 
1931 16.8 10.4 
1932 16.2 10.4 
1933 15 .9 10 .3 
1934 17.1 10. 8 
1935 16.5 10 .6 
*Data £rom the Division of Vital Statistics, State Department o£ Health, Des Moines, Iowa. 
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TABLE B . POPULATION OF THE 18 TOWNSHIPS INCLUDED IN THE SURVEY. 
1930* 
Age Number Age Number 
0 - 4 1,303 35-44 1,773 
5 -14 2,699 45--64 2,342 
15--24 2,172 65 912 
25-34 1,891 All ages 13,092 
*Data £rom U. S. census. 1930. 
TABLE C. SCHOOLING OBTAI.NED BY ALL CIIILDREN OVER 16 YEARS OF 
AGE OF HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS SURVEYED, 
BY RESIDENCE. 
Last year or I Open-country ViUnge school compleLed Number Percent Number Percent 
Under 8 110 4 .3 32 4 . 5 
8 1,046 40 .5 165 23 .1 
9 177 6 .8 43 6 .0 
10 203 7 .9 87 12 .2 
11 167 6 . 5 63 8 .8 
12 678 26 .2 201 28 .2 
13 49 1.9 25 3.5 
14 87 3.4 39 5 .5 
15 15 -- 21 3.0 
16 47 1.8 37 5 .2 
Unknown 3 -- 0 0 
Total 2,582 100 .0 713 100 .0 
TABLE D. CIIILDREN OF HEADS OF VILLAGE AND OPEN-COUNTRY HOUSE-
HOLDS, AWAY FROM IIOME JANUARY 1, 1935, BY SEX, 
BY TIME OF LEAVING liO~IE AND BY AGE 
AT LEAVING IIO:\IE. 
Age at leaving home 
I 
Time of leaving T otal •------- - - ------
home by sex I 35 plus, 
_ _ _ 'Under 16 ,~~ 18- 20 21-24 25-34 unknown 
Total 1 ,830 26 132 623 705 323 21 
Male 852 11 26 202 387 213 13 
Female 978 15 106 421 318 110 8 
Left home be£ ore 1929 
Total 1,250 17 87 436 481 220 9 
Male 584 7 17 135 274 146 5 
Female 666 10 70 301 207 74 4 
Left home 1929- 35 
Total 580 9 45 187 224 103 12 
Male 268 4 9 67 113 67 8 
Female 312 5 36 120 111 36 4 
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TABLE E. CHILDREN OF HEADS OF OPEN-COUNTRY AND VILLAGE HOUSE-
HOLDS WHO IIA VE LEFT HOME, BY PRESENT AGE. 
SEX AND AGE AT LEAVING. 
Age at leaving home 
Sex and age Total 
---------------
-------Under 35and Un-
16 16-17 18-20 21-24 25-34 over known 
------------------------Males-total 852 11 26 202 387 213 8 5 16-17 3 2 1 
18-20 21 3 4 14 
21-24 105 2 6 51 44 2 
25-34 380 4 13 87 191 84 1 
35-44 256 1 40 107 102 5 1 45-54 79 1 8 42 24 3 1 
55 and over 8 2 3 3 
Females-total 978 15 106 421 318 110 5 3 
16-17 5 3 2 
18-20 50 4 18 27 1 
21-24 173 3 26 89 53 2 25-34 434 5 38 173 153 61 1 
35-44 252' 18 109 86 34 5 
45-54 55 4 21 21 9 
55 and over 9 2 4 3 
-----
TABLE F. ALL MALE HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS CONTINUOUSLY ENGAGED 
IN AGRICULTURE 1928-1935, BY PRESENT AGE 
AND TENURE STATUS, 1928-1935. 
Tenure status 
Age All heads Unclassi- No family 
Owner- lied* established 
operators Tenants Laborers 
All ages 1,808 747 678 64 232 87 
Under 25 42 0 0 0 37 5 
25-34 329 24 124 12 147 22 
35-44 498 154 268 22 37 17 
45-54 442 226 178 13 6 19 
55-64 296 192 74 9 4 17 
65+ 201 151 34 8 1 7 
----
*Reads who eatabliahed a family since Jan. 1, 1928. 
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TABLE G. ALL MALE Hl!JADS OF HOUSEHOLDS CONTINUOIJSLY ENGAGED 
IN AGRICULTURE, BY TENURE STATUS JANUARY 1, 1935, 
AND BY HIGHEST TENURE STATUS REACIIED, 
1928-1935. 
Tenure status All heads 
IIighest tenure status reached, 1928-1935. 
---------------- -----J an. 1, 1935 -------- Owner or Tenant or Farm Uncl~tss- No fami1-Number Percent manager cropper laborer ified* establish' 1 
--------------------
All heads 1,809 100.0 49.4 45.5 5.1 -- --
Owner or manager 822 45.4 41.3 0.0 0.0 2.0 2.1 
Tenant or cropper 870 48.1 3.6 33.9 0.0 8.3 2.3 
Farm laborer 117 6.5 0.3 0.8 2.5 2.5 0.4 
Unclassified* 
-- -- 2.0 8.6 2.3 12 .9 --No family establishedt -- -- 2.2 2.2 0.3 -- 4.8 
*233 families established during the 7-year period, 1928-1935. 
t87 heads of households with no family established at time of survey. 
TABLE H. TENURE STATUS OF ALL MALE HEADS OF IIOUSEHOLDS ENGAGED 
IN AGRICULTURE JA"'- 1, 1935, WHO ESTABLISHED A FAMILY 
PRIOR TO 1928, BY OCCUP.\ TIONAL IIISTORY, 1928--1935. 
Occupational history of heads 
Tenure status, I 
Jan. 1, 1935 All heads Agriculture 
Percent 
only Agriculture and 
Number any other 
Total 1,484 100 93.1 6.9 
Owner or manager 744 100 95.4 4.6 
Tenant or cropper 678 100 91.7 8.3 
Farm laborer 62 100 80.6 19.4 
TABLE I. RELIEF HISTORY OF ALL HEADS OF OPEN-COUNTRY HOUSEHOLDS, 
BY RESIDENCE. 
---
Place of residence Jan. I, 1935 
Relief history, 1933-1934 Open-country Village 
Number Percent Number Percent 
All heads 1,944 100 507 100 
No relief 1,865 95.9 439 86.2 
Received relief: Total 71 3.7 61 12.0 
1933 only 3 .2 5 1.0 
m~~~:r-1934 50 2.6 25 4.9 18 .9 31 6.1 
Not ascertainable 8 .4 7 1.8 
--
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TABLE J. PERSONS 65 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER, BY SEX AND BY RELATION-
SIIIP TO TEIE IIEAD OF TilE IlOUSEIIOLD. 
Relationship to head 
I 
All persons IIend of ---,--- - ,--
County 6tl or over household Parent All other 
----------,p;- Fema.Je ------~------Fe- spouse Fe- Fe-
Total Male male Male male 
___ lila~ male Male male 
---------
AU counties 614 356 258 276 50 103 63 91 16 15 
Allamakee 123 70 53 50 6 20 14 21 6 6 Appanoose 61 35 26 33 2 19 2 5 
Buena Vista 90 43 47 38 20 14 2 9 3 4 
Calhoun 10 7 3 6 2 1 1 
Cass 39 20 19 16 7 5 4 7 
Clay 18 13 5 13 5 
Humboldt 16 9 7 2 1 1 7 5 
Iowa 25 17 8 13 1 3 2 4 2 
Keokuk 12 8 4 6 0 3 1 1 1 
Madison 30 20 10 16 5 2 5 2 
Marshall 31 19 12 16 
I 
1 6 
I 
3 5 
Poweshiek 45 31 14 28 1 10 2 2 1 
I 
1 
Story 38 17 21 15 7 7 2 5 2 
Webster 26 18 8 13 1 2 5 5 
Wright 50 29 21 11 1 3 16 16 1 2 
TABLE K. RELIEF HISTORY OF ALL PERSONS 16 YEARS OLD AND OVER, 
LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLDS SURVEYED, BY RESIDENCE. 
Residence Jan. 1, 1935 
Relief history, 1933-1934 Open-country 
I 
Village 
Number Percent Number I Percent 
All Pj'rsons 5,201 100 1,179 100 
Received no relief 5,006 96.3 1,008 85.5 
Relief 1933 only 7 0.1 6 0.5 
~:li:~ ~~~~ ~~:r 1934 120 2 .3 65 5.5 49 0.9 83 7.0 
Not ascertainable 19 0 .4 17 1.5 
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TABLE L. OPEN-COUNTRY HOUSEIIOLDS WITII SPECIFIED NUMBER O.F 
WORKERS AND THE NUMBER GAINFULLY EMPLOYED, 
JANUARY 1, 1935. 
Number of gainful Total 
Number of gainful workers employed 
Jan. 1,1935 
workers in household households ------------------
Nono 1 2 3 4 5+ 
---------------
Total households 1,880 19 1,174 468 161 45 10 
No gainful workers 4 4 
1 gainful worker 1,129 14 1,115 
2 gainful wmkers 500 1 58 441 
3 gainful workers 184 1 26 157 
4 gainful workers 53 
I 
1 7 45 
5 or more 10 I 10 
TABLE M. VILLAGE HOUSEHOLDS WITH SPECIFIED NUMBER OF WORKERS 
AND THE NUMBER GAINFULLY EMPLOYED JANUARY 1, 1935. 
Number of gainful Total 
I :-<umber of gainful workers employed 
Jan . 1, 1935 
workers in household households------------------
None 1 2 3 4 5+ 
---------------
Total households 504 109 320 53 15 5 2 
No ~sinful workers 35 35 
1 gamful worker 363 66 297 
2 gainful workers 76 7 21 48 
3 gainful workers 23 1 2 5 15 
4 gainful workers 5 5 
5 or more 2 2 
TABLE N. RELIEF CASES I:-< IOWA, WITH FAR:\1ING AS THEIR USUAL OC-
CUPATION, WHICH RECEIVED RELIEF IN MARCH, 1935.* 
Farming status 
Total 
Farm laborers 
Farm operators 
Owners fanning 
Tenants farming 
Farmer operators not f nrming 
Unemployment relief cases 
AU farms in Iowa, 1935 
*Data from Works Progress Administration. 
Relief cases 
Number 
16,501 
10 ,954 
5 ,547 
298 
1,286 
3,963 
64 ,895 
221,986 
Percent 
100 
66 .4 
33.6 
1.8 
7.8 
24.0 
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